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l. 
'[ir,,., particles B and c'haYe urass nl kg and 3 kg respectiveiy. They are moving towards

each other in opposite direction-s on a smooth horizontal table. The two particles collide

directly. lmmeiiately before the collision, the speed of 19 is 4 m s ' and the speed of C

is 2 m s ' . ln the collision the direction of motion of C is reversed and the direction ol

InL,tio of B is unchanged. Immcdiately after the collision. the speed of B is I tlt s ' and
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(b) the magnitude of the impulse received by C.

(a) theva,ueofm, ,liilt 
$:n=3 \r.purg:!\ (3)

(2)

r a point P u, h";;;;
abo'c the ground. The ball hits the ground 0.75 s later. The speed of the ball immediatelv
before it hits the ground is 6.45 m s-' . The ball is modelled as a particle.

(a) Show that l = 0.9
(3)

(b) Find the height above P to q'hich the ball rises before it starts to fall towards the
ground again.

(2)

(c) Find the value offt.
(3)

v4 = -6.qs
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Figure I

A uniform beam AB has mass 20 kg and length 6 m. The beam rests in equilibrium in a
horizontal position on two smooth supports. One supporl is at C, where lC = I m, and the

other is at the end B, as shown in Figure l. The beam is modelled as a rod.

(a) Find the magnitudes of the reactions on the beam at B and at C.
(s)

A boy of mass 30 kg stands on the beam at the point D. The beam remains in equilibrium.
The magnitudes of the reactions on the beam at B and at C are now equal. The boy is
modelled as a particle.

ft) Find the distance lD.
(s)
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